4SCM
Increasing efficiency of order picking by combining orders in batches

PICK TO CART
Pick to Cart enables 4SCM to
complete numerous orders at
once, which will dramatically
reduce the walking distances on
the shopping floor.

ERGONOMIC
To ensure that the totes with
the highest amount of picks are
loaded onto the most ergonomic
locations on the pickcart, the
IntherLC system controls which
tote is loaded onto which location.

ORDER TOTE
One tote fits on one location on
the pickcart, and it corresponds
with one order.

4SCM is a professional services provider of integrated supply chain solution and
project implementation, specialized in apparel & fashion jewelry industry. Since
registration in 2007, 4SCM has been dedicating itself to provide integrated supply
chain services to its clients, including supply chain management consulting, solution
design, implementation of supply chain solutions, SCM IT system development and
operation, global procurement, e-commerce operation and logistics operation.
4SCM handles the order picking process for
one of their British customers, which they
do in their warehouse in Qingdao. To make
sure that 4SCM can complete numerous
orders at once, Inther has implemented
their Pick to Cart system. This system will
dramatically reduce the walking distances
on the shopping floor. Time is also being
saved during packaging: the order picking
is done directly into the shipping container.

Pickcarts

Using the Pick to Cart system, orders are
picked by using specially customized carts.
4SCM’s pickcarts have nine pick locations,
all equipped with a picklight. The pickcart
is also equipped with a zonedisplay and a
handscanner.

Pick to Cart

Before the picking process can start, an operator has to log on to the pickcarts. Logging
on is done by scanning the user barcode, using the handscanner. A batch of orders is
created as soon as a user logs on to a pickcart, after which the operator is instructed to
load the pick cart with empty totes. Each tote must be scanned to enable the system to
register the tote on the pickcart. The operator can start picking after all the totes have
been loaded onto the pickcart. The zonedisplay on the pickcart will show the first location
to pick from. After the operator confirms the location, which is done by scanning its
barcode, the corresponding picklights will light up, showing the requested quantities to
pick. The operator will pick the articles, after which he/she will confirm the picklights when
the requested quantity has been picked. The zonedisplay will show the next location to
pick from when all picks on the current location have been made. The operator will scan
the next location barcode, after which the procedure begins anew.

Unload pickcart

The zonedisplay will show DONE when all instructions from the current batch are done.
The operator will confirm the zonedisplay, after which all picklights will show the customer
number of the order the tote belongs to. After this, the operator can unload the pickcart
tote for tote. By pressing the confirmation button the operator confirms that the location
is empty again, after which the pickcart can be used in the next order batch when all the
locations are empty.

Order batch

The host system will send orders to the IntherLC WCS system. To generate a batch the
IntherLC system will choose a reference order; this is the order with the largest amount
of orderlines. The next order that is chosen to fill the batch is chosen on having the
highest percentage of overlapping locations. This procedure will continue until the batch
is complete. There is a maximum amount of nine orders in one batch.
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